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Our March 15 program

fly rod or let go of the oars to organize a photo
opportunity.
He has fly fished, photographed and, written
about fly fishing for over 50 years. From his
backyard pond, here in Oregon, to far-flung
destinations like Alaska, the Bahamas, Chile,
Argentina, New Zealand, Tonga, England,
Oregon photographer and writer Mexico, Belize, Sierra Leone, Christmas Island
and many more. Brian’s “hobby out of control”
Brian O’Keefe is our speaker
has become a successful,
Brian O’Keefe describes
productive, exciting lifetime
his life work as a fly-fishing
career.
photographer, as a “hobby out
“As an observant angler,” he
of control.” He sold his first
says, “I have made mental notes
photograph when he was 16
for over 50 years, of the things
years old. Since then, his
that I like about fly fishing and
photography has been
conversely, things that frustrate
featured in Field & Stream,
me about fly fishing.”
USA Today, The
He adds, “My presentation
Drake, Outside, American
includes tips that hopefully take
Our Monday meeting will begin
Angler, Orvis, Patagonia, Fly
away frustration and add to the
at 6:30 pm and our program
Fisherman, Outdoor Life,
enjoyment of the best pastime in
will start around 7:15. Look for
Catch Magazine, Fly Rod and
the world. Some may be simple
a Zoom invitation in your email.
Reel Magazine, Northwest
and some might be more
Flyfishing, Oregon Tourism,
technical. Regardless, we are
and many more.
after the same thing; having fun,
In addition, Brian participates and
being more productive with less down time,
contributes to several fly-fishing blogs and flyadvancing our skill set and catching fish. I hope
fishing websites, including business
to see you soon. There are lots of nice fish photos
arrangements with several fly-fishing lodges, fly- and destinations you will appreciate.”
fishing products, worldwide destination flyTune in, sit back, and enjoy an evening with
fishing adventures, and travel companies.
Brian O’Keefe. I guarantee it will put a smile on
Brian describes himself as a “shoot from the
your face. — Bill Laing
hip” photographer. No props, no paid performers
or staged set-ups, He usually has to put down his

50 fly-fishing
tackle tips
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From our president

COVID and varying jurisdictions/land ownership
problems I rekindled a relationship I had with the
local Willamette Riverkeeper (WR)
representative. My relationship with WR goes
back several years when we collaborated on the
Willamette River Clean Up within the city of
Eugene and ongoing efforts to get Union Pacific
to clean up and maintain their river frontage along
It’s a tricky problem, but we
Franklin Boulevard. WR Michelle Emmons and I
can help as a club
met and spent an hour brainstorming how we
might address the Armitage Park/McKenzie River
By Carolyn Mason
trashing. We concluded that the river trash issue
I’ve always been someone who picked up
near the park is a tricky problem
trash, a penny, or anything that’s
compounded by county’s position to
out of place. Over the past few
leave unhoused people in place during
years, I’ve been surprised by the
COVID-19. We committed to further
amount, and variety, of trash left
conversation and to broaden our
behind by others who are out
approach to include the Department
“enjoying nature.” A few years
of State Lands and other entities that
ago, while out fishing I came
may act on behalf of the river.
across a pair of men’s underwear, a
Wrapping up our chat, WR invited
sock, a pile of used hypodermic
our club to sponsor a “Keep Our
needles, a plastic army man, an
Rivers Clean” (KORC) station along
empty Happy Meal box and lots of
the McKenzie River. KORK is an
empty beer cans. I wondered why someone
ODFW program that encourages people to put
would toss these things out beside the trail and
fishing line and tackle in special receptacles
concluded it was because they’d come unprepared located in high use areas. WR purchased and built
or were just lazy. That image has stuck with me
10 stations, nine of which will be installed along
ever since and made me consider my own
the Willamette River. This commitment would
preparations as I spend
require the club to clean out and
a day in nature. I’ve
report the quantity of line/
The river trash issue is compounded
begun to carry a
tackle to ODFW a couple of
couple of recycled
by the county’s position to leave
times a month.
plastic bags in my
unhoused people in place.
At our March Board meeting
pack to carry out other
we got an update on Project
people’s trash (when
Healing Waters (nothing new to report), discussed
safe to do so) and would like to encourage you all auction possibilities, and the Board voted
to do the same (if you’re not already). I also
unanimously to accept WR’s offer to sponsor the
started photographing my collections to post on
KORC station. I’ll be exploring local options for
Instagram under, #rivertrash; check it out, there’s placement locations and will keep you all
some interesting stuff on there.
informed as this comes together. We also learned
More on trash — recently a member brought
five club members have already volunteered for
to our attention the impact of unhoused people
our Mentor Master’s Program intended to provide
living along the McKenzie River and what
friendship and support to new members joining
happens when high water meets up with their
the club; look for more about this exciting
“camps.” When I learned that local governmental
opportunity in the newsletter.
entities wouldn’t take steps to intervene due to

Talking trash
along our banks
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And I went fishing. The first club outing was
held at Cleawox Lake where 12 of us plied the
waters. Bob Bumstead was “high rod” catching
too many to count while a few other participants
were successful dredging up a couple trout. I also
had the opportunity to fish with Mark Campbell
and Stephen Marr last week where I witnessed
both catching a couple of nice trout (and a white

March Brown
outing in April
The March Brown insect hatch is beginning
on the lower McKenzie and fishing conditions
from boats and gravel bars should be good this
spring, depending on
weather and water
conditions. This is
how our outing will
work (with COVID
protocols), says
organizer Bill Laing:
• Compile a list
of boaters and
availability
weekends and
weekdays between April 3 to 17.
• Compile a list of passengers and
availability weekends and weekdays between
April 3 to 17.
• Match boaters with passengers to form
“teams” (boater is captain). Each team captain
will consult passengers and decide when to go,
what run, and arrange a shuttle if needed. Bill
suggests team captains coordinate multi-boat
dates.
• There is no official meeting time or
starting time. Outing is expected to occur
between Hendricks Wayside and Marshall
Island.
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fish). A few March Browns came off but nearly
all the action was on swung wet flies or nymphs.
I know many of you have been out as well and I
hope you’ll share your adventures with us at the
general meeting.
Here’s to spring, vaccinations and a club
outings!

Sign up now!
Bill is asking all members interested in
participating to send him the following
information:
• Name and contact phone number
• Do you have a driftboat, jet boat or
pontoon boat?
• Are you available Saturdays, April 3, 10 or
17? Which dates?
• Are you available weekdays?
• Are there any dates you are
not available? List them.

Boaters only:
• How many passengers can
you take in your boat?
• Do you have members who
you plan to fish with? Who are
they?
• Will you accept all club
members who sign-up?
• Would you be willing to do more than one
trip?
• Jet boaters, how many passengers can you
take?
• Are you a pontoon boater who plans to
participate?
Bill adds, “The success of the March Brown
outing depends on the number of volunteer
boaters we sign-up. Members with driftboats —
I know who you are. If you don’t respond,
expect a call.”
Send sign-up information to:
wmlaing@aol.com or text (541) 729-4857
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Plan to bug out
on the Deschutes

river from Mecca. This area can be reached
either by float or by a short hike. And if that's
not enough water for you, a good trail for hiking
or biking runs all the way from Mecca Flat to
Trout Creek. There are plenty of great rainbows,
but the Warm Springs area is fished hard, so
Mecca Flat is green and
bring your A-game and your confidence
beautiful in mid-May
patterns, be it a blue Perdigon or a Jimmy Legs.
The dates can be flexible. A week earlier or
By Greg Williams
later is possible, depending on timing of the
The club outing to the Deschutes River is
hatch, the weather, the ever-looming pandemic
scheduled for Wednesday-Friday, May 5-7 at
and the preferences of the group. Also, if there
Mecca Flat Campground. We're going early and are members who cannot come out during the
midweek because during
week, I'm sure there will a
late-May weekends, the
few of us willing to stay on
banks of the Deschutes
through the weekend.
are thronged with
Mecca Flat is a sparse
anglers. You have to
campground. There is
elbow your way in just
another option for camping,
to get off a modest
if you prefer something
bow-and-arrow cast.
more developed. The fly
The goal is to catch the
shop at Warm Springs has a
window when the
camping area that
stonefly nymphs are
accommodates both tents
active, just before the
The scenery (and often fishing) is spectacular
and RVs, with full
between Warm Springs and Trout Creek
start of the hatch.
hookups. It's also a lot
A float from Warm
more expensive than
Springs to Trout Creek in a pontoon boat makes Mecca Flat, and it's not on the river.
for a delightful day of fishing. On at least one of
Mecca Flat is green and beautiful in midthe days, we will organize a group shuttle for
May. The desert air smells of sage and spring.
those who would like to do the easy seven-mile
The shrubbery is full of birds, and sometimes at
float. A raft or a drift boat or two would allow
night we hear coyotes yipping in the canyon. An
some non-pontooners to do the float, too. I took
evening campfire is still allowed at Mecca Flat
my raft for the 2019 trip and may bring it again
in May. If you can skip town mid-week for a
this year.
few days, please do join us. We had a great
There is a surprising amount of good
Deschutes outing in 2019, and this one will be
wading water around Warm Springs, including
as well. For more information, email
day-permit access to the Reservation side of the gregoryw@comcast.net.
river, starting at Dry Creek, about a mile down-

INVITATION TO JOIN
You do not have to be an expert fly fisher to join the McKenzie Flyfishers. Our monthly meetings
are an excellent opportunity to meet other area anglers, to have the best of regional experts on
subjects dear to the hearts of fly fishers — and our outings and classes are wonderful ways to
hone skills and learn local waters first-hand. Interested? Contact Dick Barnhart, (541) 501-1774.
McKenzie Flyfishers
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2021 Outings Schedule
Date:
Location:
Fishmaster:
March 20
Munsel Lake (Florence area)
Jeff DeVore
April 3 or 10 or 17
McKenzie River March Brown
Bill Laing
March Brown outing is weather dependent so we have listed various dates
May 5-7
Deschutes River (Mecca CG)
Greg Williams
June
Possible Euro nymphing (see notes below) Jim Rhoten
July 6-8
John Day River (Cottonwood CG)
Clint Brumitt
July 16-18
East Lake (Cinder Hill CG)
Fauria/Johnson
August 7
Crane Prairie (Rock Creek CG)
John O’Connor
Aug. 21
Diamond Lake (lunch served in your boat) Jim Rhoten
Sept. 18
Gold Lake (brook trout contest)
Board
Sept.-Oct. (TBD)
Town Run steelhead
Gary McKenney
October (TBD)
Kalama Cup North Umpqua
Ted Taylor
This steelhead outing with the Evergreen FF Club is awaiting confirmation
All club outings are with COVID-19 protocols until further notice. We may also have
special events just for Euro nymphing with demonstrations followed by fishing.
Another idea is half-day outings joining older members with new members to show
local waters or demonstrate effective fishing techniques. Contact Clint Brumitt for
information on all our outings.

2021 board and
committees

President: Carolyn Mason
President elect: Tom Fauria
Secretary: Bob Howell
Treasurer: Mark Campbell
At-large board: Dick Barnhart, Jim Mitchell,
Dave Thomas, Phil Johnson
Annual picnic: Jeff & Joanie DeVore
Auction: (chair open) Jim Rhoten, Dick
Barnhart
Conservation: Arlen Thomason
Education: Tim Knerr, Clint Brumitt
FFI rep.: Terry Willis
Holiday party: Tom Fauria
House raf?le: Tom Fauria

McKenzie Flyfishers

Library: Carolyn Mason
Membership: Dick Barnhart (head),
Steve Hackett (host)
Newsletter: Ted Taylor
Outings: Clint Brumitt
Project Healing Waters: Phil Barnhart
Library: Carolyn Mason
Programs: Al Eckerdt (head), Mike Brinkley,
Jim Mitchell, Jim Rhoten, Bill Laing
(emeritus), Mike Starr, (emeritus)
Technology: Greg Williams, Liz Yocum,
Jeremy Sanders
(website, Facebook, Research &
Development, "The Vault," YouTube Channel,
Auctria, Zoom)
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Looking for the honey
hole at Honeyman
Cleawox outing kicks oﬀ our
club’s adventures in 2021
By Carolyn Mason
We had 12 fly-fishers out on the lake
Saturday, Feb. 15: Sparky
Rice, Gail Campbell, Bruce
Brubeck, Clint Brumitt, Jim
Rhoten., Phil Johnson, Bob
Bumstead., Jesse Ulloa,
Mark Campbell (and son),
Steve Hackett, Terry
Robinson, and me. Dave
Bailey and his wife, Kristina,
waved at us from the banks
as they hiked by. The
weather was nice, even
beautiful at times, and all
had a relatively good day
enjoying the camaraderie
and nature (eagle, osprey and
great blue heron seen).
Although the lake had been stocked the week
of Feb. 8, it proved a little challenging (for most
of us) to connect with the fish. The lake temp
was 47 degrees, as was the ambient air
temperature, making the fish a bit sluggish. My
"fish senses" indicated most fish were holding at
about 10-15 feet and were scattered throughout

Our club’s
Life Members
•
•
•
•
•

Jim Boyd
Bob Bumstead
Jim Dougher
Skip Hosfield
Bill Laing
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the east end of the lake. We all trolled the likely
holes only to be teased with short strikes or
nothing at all.
It was "Master Fly Fisherman" Bob
Bumstead and fishing buddy Jesse that managed
to find the honey hole just off the bank near the
fishing dock along the closed section of the park.
That's what happens when you don't have enough
anchor line to drop it in the
30-foot zone! There we all
watched as Bob stripped in
fish after fish on his 4weight rod with full sink line
and seal bugger fly. Jesse
was able to get in on the fun
occasionally, too and I saw
Mark land a couple. I'm
convinced that Bob had his
fish magnet turned on
because four of us using the
same fly and technique, as
well as casting to the same
place (no we didn't get
tangled up), couldn't even
get a bump!
Bob and Jesse were still on
the lake in the honey hole as I pulled away tired
yet pleased at the successful turnout for our
club's season opener.
Thanks to everyone who made it out to the
lake. See you at Munsel later this month where I
hear there are bigger and better fish to be caught.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hal Legard
Glen Love
Frank Moore
Peter Patricelli
Bob Rasmussen
Mike Starr
Dave Thomas
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Favorite fly for those
McKenzie redsides

you can fish. We Americans like to pick and choose
which parts we like and which we deem unnecessary
(or too time consuming), One significant
improvement this Euro nymphing technique has
evolved is the fly. I really like the jig flies that ride
hook-point up, the slender patterns, UV materials
producing very effective nymphs like the perdigon.
Dead-drift nymphing, you can set it up your
flies Euro-style if you like with a heavy fly on the
bottom and some triple surgeon knots above to attach
other flies in different water columns. This style of
rigging is very time consuming and there are ways
around it, like rigging them up
ahead of time. I still find I waste a
lot of line and prefer to stick with
two flies of the same type, one tied
to the tippet and the other off the
shank which would be fishing
roughly in the same water column.
The benefit is I can fish close to me
but also fish the far seem with roll
casting. The key is dead drift
nymphing, constantly mending the line so that the fly
line isn’t affecting the natural flow of the nymphs
under the indicator.
Either style under an indicator can take my
favorite redside pattern and catch fish, so let’s move
on. The McKenzie redside will only go after food
that will produce more energy than it takes to
consume it. So, if an abundance of mayflies start
emerging they may move into an unobstructed
position in the middle water column to feed. Large
redsides will rarely move into the upper water
column during the day because of osprey; however,
at the moment in the evening when you can’t see
your fly, they will be there. Most of the time the
redside is in a position that offers cover, and behind a
boulder which reduces their workload while offering
more food as it speeds by them on either side.
So, what is the pattern? The bastardized
unweighted McKenzie (BUM) Mega Prince. Almost
everyone’s response when I say I’m fishing a Mega
Prince, “I never catch anything on that fly.” My
response is, “I only catch two things on the Mega
Prince in the McKenzie, redside trout and white fish/
suckers.” Once in a blue moon I catch a cutthroat as
the fly swings on the end of the drift and that’s the
other thing, if you’re catching cutthroat then you
might be close but not exactly in the right holding
water of the redsides. I like to use the BUM Mega
Prince as a first pass on undisturbed water and I
never pound the water. The fly offers up so much

Big trout like my BUM Mega Prince
By Mark Campbell
I certainly don’t fish the most timewise in the
club but possibly the most often. I am fortunate to
have the McKenzie River in my backyard, which
offers up 5-10 minute intervals to fish pretty much
every day.
I’ve been fly fishing for 30
years and more aggressively over
the last 13 years since moving to
Oregon. In my early years here, I
exclusively fished trout with dry
flies, saving my nymphing and
swinging for steelhead and salmon,
which I rarely pursued. I recall in
December twitching a large
stimulator dry fly over a pool on the McKenzie and
landing a 19-inch redside that was skinny as a snake,
putting up very little fight compared to its size on my
4-weight. As the years went by, I gravitated towards
the desire of catching bigger fish and more often, and
this meant adopting new techniques.
Those new techniques included swinging wet
flies, swinging and stripping streamer flies and dead
drift nymphing. Depending on the season, day and
weather, I thoroughly enjoy swinging a wet fly with a
tungsten bead on the thorax of the hook. I enjoy
fishing streamers in locations where the river has a
drop-off ledge, but I like nymphing those spots too.
Dead drifting nymphs under an indicator is the most
productive technique I’ve found to catch big fish
more often, and those big fish who rarely come up to
the surface to feed. Sure, those big fish will come
into the middle water column to feed on a swinging
wet fly.
Some folks in the club have taken up Euro
nymphing, which can be very productive and if done
right can be more productive then nymphing. Why do
I prefer dead drift nymphing over Euro nymphing?
Euro nymphing, you set up your heavy fly on
the bottom with one or two other flies up the leader.
This spreads you out in the water column, fishing
several bug patterns and all on a tight line to your
sighter. The downfall is you are essentially dredging,
like bobber-dogging for those who have gear fished
steelhead, and this style severely limits how far out
McKenzie Flyfishers
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energy for the fish that I feel they will move 6 feet off
their holding water and that amount of movement
increases the likelihood of being deceived by the fly,
especially when fished as a trailer behind a regular
Mega Prince. That’s right, I fish a weighted Mega
Prince with a BUM Mega Prince trailing it.
What is a BUM Mega Prince? Obviously, you
can’t buy them in the stores (yet) but thanks to Clint
I’ve been improving my fly-tying skills to the point
I’m making flies up, hence bastardized. There are two
things removed from your classic Mega Prince, the
bead and the white bigot wings, and that offers up the
addition of one thing being the thread color for the
head.

McKenzie Discovery
Center still on track
By Bill Laing
Plans for a McKenzie River Discovery
Center (MRDC) on the site of the old Leaburg
Lake Fish Hatchery are moving along nicely.
Despite the impact of the COVID-19 virus and
devastating effects of the Holiday Farm fire.
The old hatchery site and buildings were
spared except for the loss of one out building,
some exterior scorching to the main hatchery
building, and loss of several trees, the old
hatchery remains in sound condition.
Currently the main building has been
restored and is suitable for community
meetings, indoor exhibits, workshops, and
displays. In cooperation and encouragement
from ODFW plans are well on their way to
restore the old hatchery trout rearing brood
pond.
Water rights and most of the infrastructure
for the pond are still intact. ODFW has detailed
plans for the restoration and applications for
funding have been submitted. They hope to
begin work as early as this summer.
McKenzie River Discovery Center recently
hired a full-time executive director and is in the
process of fund raising, applying for public and
private grants, and donations.
McKenzie Flyfishers
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Ingredients:
• Tiemco TMC2302 hook (size 6 or 8)
• Peacock herl (option for orange dyed)
• Orange marabou feather base material
• Copper wire
• Rubber legs (prefer Hareline Crazy legs
pumpkin/olive with Black Flake)
• Dubbing to create the shape (prefer green
Angola goat dubbing)
• Thread (I like orange to match marabou or
brown)

Since the Holiday Farm Fire, the old
hatchery site is being used as a control and
distribution center for emergency personnel and
fire survivors.
Because the old hatchery is listed as a
historical site, they require official state
approval before proceeding with the restoration
of the hatchery fishpond.
MRDC plans to resume tours as soon as
they receive official historical site approval and
the building is no longer needed as a control
and distribution center. That should be March or
April.
The McKenzie River Discovery Center will
be a community gathering place and world
class/regional destination tourist attraction.
McKenzie Flyfishers has the opportunity to
become involved on the ground floor and have
an influential impact on the development of the
MRDC fly-fishing display and management of a
major attraction to the center, the fishpond.
There were well over 40,000 visits to the
Leaburg Hatchery every year. People love to
look at fish, especially really big fish, the
chance to feed them a few pellets is exciting,
catching one is something to dream about.
Plans are in the works for our club to tour
the old hatchery/McKenzie Discovery Center as
soon as tours resume. Stay tuned.
Check out their website at
mckenziediscoverycenter.org
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